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Meet IDS at
Digital Conferences

IDS Rep Wins
Powerhouse Award
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Despite this, we want to stay connected
with the people and businesses
who continue to support IDS. Many
conferences and trade shows have been
moved to a digital format. Individuals
previously unable to attend conferences
based on travel can now meet and greet
with the best of them.

Olsen has contributed to building a clientcentered culture during her 7 years of
employment at IDS. She is also a key
contributor to IDS’ positive customer
reviews and statistics, helping to reduce
turn time for Help Desk tickets.

020 has been a difficult year for
many. With quarantining and social
distancing in effect all over the country,
staying connected becomes a challenge.

Catch us at the conferences listed below!

August
3–5 Lender's One Summer
Summit
18–20 Calyx Vision User
Conference
September
20–23 ACUMA Annual

lient support representative Tamara
Olsen has been acknowledged as a
winner of the NEXT Powerhouse Award.
NEXT Mortgage Events hosted the award
to recognize women with consistent track
records of excellence and ingenuity.

Congratulations, Tamara!
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s usage of the IDS Solitude Solution
increases, it has become apparent
that Loan Officers (LOs) and borrowers are
not the only ones affected by the utility of
a hybrid eClosing platform. Other signers,
including settlement agents, have begun
to provide feedback on how the software
affects the closing process. In a recent
update, IDS has addressed this feedback
by enhancing the features available to
settlement agents on eClosings in idsDoc.
One change allows agents to print the
wet-sign documents in advance of the
note date. This allows the agent to
prepare documents prior to the closing
ceremony, streamlining the process.
"We really wanted to ensure the closing
process would be as simple as possible,
so that the closing agent can focus on

the borrower," said Vice President Mark
Mackey. "By allowing documents to be
prepared in advance, we are able to
facilitate a simpler process for all signers
on the package."
In order to further enable agents to assist
the borrowers, agents can now view
signing progress in idsDoc in real time.
In addition, they are able to view all the
documents in the package. This allows
the agents to answer any questions the
borrower may have before the ceremony.
Finally, settlement agents are now able to
upload proprietary documents, both eSign
and wet-sign, during the preview phase.
This allows the signing process to run
more smoothly and without interruption.

Solitude Solution Enhanced for
Settlement Agent Use

V.P. Commends Trade Groups for
Draft Model RON Executive Order
ecent events have made the ability
to conduct eClosings and remote
online notarizations (RON) vital to the
safe execution of mortgage lending.
In response, many states have made
temporary accommodations enabling
remote ink notarization (RIN) and RON.
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RON Executive Order to formalize and
improve consistency between the many
state-specific temporary measures. These
groups have conducted surveys, reviewed
legislation, and collaborated to ensure
the new RON draft will be compliant and
meet the needs of each state.

"Many states opted to first focus their
attention on remote ink notarization,"
said Vice President Mark Mackey. "This
has helped in many ways with clearing
the smaller hurdles of RON, and now the
industry is preparing to move forward in
the process of a full eMortgage."

"While states have done their best to
create temporary solutions to address
the need for remote online notarization,
the mortgage and real estate industries
can still greatly benefit from better
standardization across these temporary
orders,” said Mackey. "This response from
groups representing each major player in
the real estate transaction is exactly what
we need for long-term RON efficacy."

On July 1, the Mortgage Banker's
Association (MBA), American Land
Title Association (ALTA), and National
Association of Realtors (NAR) announced
that they have developed a Draft Model
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